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Abstract. Let G be an infinite locally compact group and let @ be a cardinal satisfying
@0  @  w.G/ for the weight w.G/ of G. It is shown that there is a closed subgroup
N of G with w.N/ D @. Sample consequences are: (1) Every infinite compact group
contains an infinite closed metric subgroup. (2) For a locally compact group G and @ a
cardinal satisfying @0  @  wloc.G/, where wloc.G/ is the local weight of G, there are
either no infinite compact subgroups at all or there is a compact subgroup N of G with
w.N/ D @. (3) For an infinite abelian groupG there exists a properly ascending family of
locally-quasiconvex group topologies onG, say, .@/@0@card.G/, such that .G; @/OŠ OG.
Introduction
The weight w.X/ of a topological space X is the smallest cardinal @ for which
there is a basis B of the topology of X such that card.B/ D @. A compact group
G is metric iff its weight w.G/ is countable, that is, w.G/  @0. (See e.g. [9],
A4.10ff., notably, A1.16.) In particular, all compact Lie groups are metric. It is
not clear a priori that a compact group of uncountable weight contains an infi-
nite closed metric subgroup. Indeed, in Proposition 5.6 below we will show that
the precompact topological group defined on Z endowed with the Bohr-topology,
which it inherits from its universal almost-periodic compactification, has no non-
singleton metric subgroup, while its weight is the cardinality of the continuum.
However, we shall prove the following theorem which, among other things, will
show that every infinite compact group has an infinite metric subgroup.
Main Theorem. Let G be a locally compact group of uncountable weight and let
@0  @ < w.G/. Then G has a closed subgroup N with w.N/ D @.
In other words, for any infinite locally compact group G, the entire interval of
cardinals Œ@0; w.G/ is occupied by the weights of closed subgroups of G.
If G is compact and connected, we shall see that Œ@0; w.G/ is filled even with
closed normal and indeed connected subgroups. It remains unsettled whether a
profinite group has, in this sense, enough normal closed subgroups.
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We shall deal with a proof of the Main Theorem in a piecemeal way.
For reasons of presenting a stepwise proof let us call C the class of all Hausdorff
topological groups G satisfying the following condition: for each infinite cardinal
@  w.G/ there is a closed subgroup H of weight @.
Our Main Theorem says that all locally compact groups are contained in C .
We first aim to show that all compact groups are in C and we begin with com-
pact abelian groups, proceed to compact connected, then to compact totally-dis-
connected groups and finally treat locally compact noncompact groups.
1 Compact abelian groups
For an abelian group A, let torA denote its torsion subgroup.
The first portion of our first observation is a consequence of a more precise
statement due to W. R. Scott [13]. Since we prove what we shall need in a shorter
way (and quite differently), we present a proof which will also establish the second
part. A divisible hull of an abelian group we are using can be constructed in a very
special way by using the results of E. A. Walker in [14].
Proposition 1.1. Let A be an uncountable abelian group and @0  @ < jAj. Then
A contains a subgroup B such that .A W B/ D @.
Moreover, if .A W torA/ is at least @, then B may be picked so that B is pure
and A=B is torsion-free.
Proof. Let D denote a divisible hull of A according to [9, Proposition A1.33].
IfD D D1 ˚D2 is any direct decomposition, and pr1WD ! D1 is the projection
onto the first summand ofD, thenA=.A \D2/ Š .ACD2/=D2 Š pr1.A/. Now
any nonzero subgroup S of D1 is a nonzero subgroup of the divisible hull of
A and therefore meets A nontrivially (see [9, Proposition A1.33]), and thus we
have ¹0º ¤ S \ A \ D1  pr1.A/; therefore D1 is a divisible hull of pr1.A/.
Hence either pr1.A/ is finite or else cardD1 D card pr1.A/ D card.A=.A \D2//
by [9, Proposition A1.33 (i)].
As we control cardD1 by choosingD1 appropriately, we aim to setB D A\D2
and thereby prove our first assertion. We thus have to exclude the possibility that
pr1.A/ might turn out to be finite by an inappropriate choice of D1. We now let
torA denote the torsion subgroup of A. Then torD is a divisible hull of torA, and
D Š .torD/ .D= torD/ by [9, p. 657, Proposition A1.38.]. We now distinguish
two cases:
(a) Case card.torA/ D cardA. Since A is uncountable, one of the p-primary
components of torA, as p ranges through the countable set of primes, say A.p/,
satisfies cardA.p/ D card.torA/ D cardA. In particular cardA.p/ is uncount-
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able, that is, its p-rank cardA is uncountable and agrees with the p-rank of D.p/
(see [9, p. 656, Corollary A1.36 (iii)]). In view of D.p/ Š .Z.p1/.cardA// by
[9, p. 659, Theorem A1.42 (iii)], we can find a direct summand D1 of D.p/ of
p-rank @, giving us a direct summand of torD and thus yielding a direct sum de-
composition D D D1 ˚D2. Since the p-rank @ of D1 is infinite, and D1 is the
divisible hull of pr1.A/, we know that pr1.A/ cannot be finite, whence
@ D cardD1 D card.A=.A \D2/:
Our first assertion then follows with B D A \D2.
(b) Case card.A= torA/ D cardA. Then the (torsion-free) rank of D is cardA
(see [9, p. 656, Corollary A1.36 (iii)]). By the structure theorem of divisible groups
(see e.g. [9, Theorem A1.42]) and elementary cardinal arithmetic, we can write
D DD1 ˚D2 with a torsion-free subgroup D1 of cardinality @. Then pr1.A/ 
D1 cannot be finite, and as in the first case, we let B D A \D2 and have
@ D cardD1 D cardA=B
as in our first assertion.
It remains to inspect the case that card.A= torA/  @. Then we may assume
torA  D2 and D1 torsion-free. Since A \ D2 is torsion as D2 is torsion, we
have torA D A \D2 D B . So, firstly, A=B is torsion-free, and, secondly, B , as
the torsion group of A is pure in A.
The second part of the preceding proposition is also a consequence of [14, The-
orem 4].
Corollary 1.2. Every uncountable abelian group has a proper subgroup of in-
dex @0.
(A different, but likewise not entirely trivial, proof by Hewitt and Ross is found
in [7, p. 227].)
As usual, for a topological group G, the identity component of G will be de-
noted G0.
Corollary 1.3. Let G be an infinite compact abelian group and assume @0  @ <
w.G/. Then G has a closed subgroup H with w.H/ D @.
Moreover, if w.G0/  @, then H may be chosen to be connected.
Proof. By the Annihilator Mechanism ([9, Theorem 7.64]), for a subgroup H of
G and its annihilator H? in OG, one has OH Š OG=H? and thus (e.g. by [9, Theo-
rem 7.76]) w.H/ D card OH D card OG=H?. Since card OG D w.G/, we have @ <
card OG.
Moreover, H is connected iff OG=H? is torsion-free. (See [9, Corollary 8.5].)
The corollary is therefore equivalent to Proposition 1.1 above.
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Let us see what we have in the case of @ D @0. A compact abelian group A is
metric iff OA is countable ([9, Theorem 7.76]). Thus Corollary 1.3 trivially implies
Corollary 1.4. Every compact abelian group has an infinite closed metric sub-
group.
A result by Efim Zelmanov says:
Theorem 1.5. An infinite compact group contains an infinite abelian subgroup.
Proof. See [15] or [12, p. 162].
This together with Corollary 1.4 implies
Corollary 1.6. Every compact group contains an infinite metric compact abelian
subgroup.
While this corollary answers the question whether infinite compact groups have
infinite compact metric subgroups in the affirmative, we should keep in mind that
Zelmanov’s theorem in itself is not a simple matter. It therefore appears worthwhile
to pursue the question further.
2 Connected compact groups
The discussion of compact abelian groups yields at once the following informa-
tion:
Corollary 2.1. Let @ be an infinite cardinal and let G be a compact connected
group with w.G/  @. Then G has a compact connected abelian subgroup H
with w.H/ D @.
Proof. Let T be a maximal compact connected abelian subgroup of G. Then we
have w.T / D w.G/ by [9, Theorem 9.36 (vi)]. Then the assertion follows from
Corollary 1.3.
We see from Corollary 2.1 that for a compact connected group G the set of all
infinite cardinals  w.G/ is filled with the set of all infinite cardinals representing
the weights of closed connected abelian subgroups. In the following we amplify
this observation
Proposition 2.2. Let @ be an infinite cardinal such that @ < w.G/ for a compact
connected group G. Then G contains a closed connected and normal subgroup N
such that w.N/ D @.
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Proof. Following the Levi–Mal’cev Structure Theorem for Compact Connected
Groups ([9, Theorem 9.24]), we have G D G0Z0.G/ where the algebraic com-
mutator subgroup G0 is a characteristic compact (see [9, Theorem 9.2]) connected
semisimple (see [9, Corollary 9.6 and Theorem 9.19ff.]) subgroup, and the iden-
tity component of the center Z0.G/ is a characteristic compact connected abelian
subgroup.
Case 1. w.G0/  @. Then w.G/ D w.Z0.G//, and by Corollary 1.3, Z0.G/
contains a connected closed subgroup N of weight @; since it is central, it is nor-
mal.
Case 2. w.G0/ > @. If we find a compact connected normal subgroup N of G0,
we are done, since the normalizer of N contains both G0 and the central subgroup
Z0.G/, hence all of G D G0Z0.G/. Thus it is no loss of generality to assume that
G D G0 is a compact connected semisimple group.
Case 2a.G DQj2J Gj for a family of compact connected (simple) Lie groups.
Thenw.Gj / D @0, and @ < w.G/ D max¹@0; cardJ º (see e.g. [9, EA4.3]). As @
is infinite and smaller than w.G/, we have w.G/ D cardJ . Then we find a subset
I  J such that card I D @, and set N DQi2I Gi . Then w.N/ D card I D @.
Case 2b. Due to the Sandwich Theorem for Semisimple Compact Connected
Groups ([9, 9.20]) there exists a family of simply-connected compact simple Lie
groups Sj with center Z.Sj / and there are surjective morphismsY
j2J
Sj
f ! G q !
Y
j2J
Sj =Z.Sj /
such that qf is the product
Q
j2J pj of the quotient morphisms
pj WSj ! Sj =Z.Sj /:
Now both products
Q
j2J Sj and
Q
j2J Sj =Z.Sj / have the same weight cardJ
which agrees with the weight of the sandwiched group G. Define I as in Case 2a,
set N D f .Qi2I Si / and note that q.N / DQi2I Si=Z.Si /. Hence N is sand-
wiched between two products with weight card I D @ and hence has weight @.
This proves the existence of the asserted N in the last case.
At this juncture we are faced with a crossroad between compact connected
groups and profinite groups.
Lemma 2.3. LetG be an arbitrary compact group. Then the following conclusions
hold:
(i) G and G0 G=G0 are homeomorphic. In particular, if G is infinite, then
w.G/ D max¹w.G0/; w.G=G0/º:
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(ii) There is a profinite subgroup D of G such that G D G0D and G0 \ D is
normal in G and central in G0. If w.G0/ < w.G/, then
w.G/ D w.G=G0/ D w.D/:
(iii) If G is profinite, then G and .Z=2Z/w.G/ are homeomorphic.
Proof. For (i) see [9, 10.38]. Regarding statement (ii), see [9, 9.41] and note that
G=G0 Š D=.D \G0/. For (iii), see [9, 10.40].
After Lemma 2.3 the question whether a compact group G is in C splits into
two cases:
Case 1. If w.G0/ D w.G/, one may assume that G is connected.
Case 2. If w.G0/ < w.G/, one may assume that G is profinite.
3 Profinite groups and the generating degree
Now we have to reach beyond connectivity, all the while still staying within the
class of compact groups.
We refer to a cardinal invariant for compact groups G which is one of several
alternatives to the weight w.G/, namely, the so-called generating degree s.G/
(see [9, Definition 12.15]). The definition relies on the Suitable Set Theorem, loc.
cit. Theorem 12.11, which in turn invokes the so-called Countable Layer Theorem
(see [8] or [9, Theorem 9.91]). Indeed recall that in a compact group G a subset S
is called suitable iff it does not contain 1, is closed and discrete inG n¹1º, and sat-
isfiesG D hSi. The Suitable Set Theorem asserts that every compact groupG has
a suitable set. A suitable set is called special iff its cardinality is minimal among
all suitable subsets ofG. The cardinality s.G/ of one, hence every, special suitable
set is called the generating degree of G.
The relevance of the generating degree in our context is the following
Proposition 3.1. Let G be a profinite group with uncountable weight. Then we
have w.G/ D s.G/.
Proof. By Proposition 12.28 of [9], for an infinite profinite, that is, compact totally
disconnected group we have
w.G/ D max¹@0; s.G/º:
This implies the assertion immediately in the case of w.G/ > @0.
The next step, namely proving that every profinite group is in C , will be facili-
tated by a lemma on suitable sets for which all ingredients are contained in [9].
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Lemma 3.2. The following hold:
(a) Let S be any suitable set of a topological group G. Then cardS  w.G/.
(b) IfG is profinite and S is an infinite suitable subset ofG, then cardS D w.G/.
Proof. (a) Let B be a basis of the topology of G of cardinality w.G/. Since S
is discrete in G n ¹1º, for every element x 2 S there is an element U.x/ 2 B
with U.x/ \ S D ¹xº. Then x 7! U.x/ W S ! B is an injective function and thus
cardS  cardB D w.G/. (Cf. [9, p. 620, proof of 12.16].)
(b) Assume that G is profinite. If w.G/ is uncountable, then
w.G/ D s.G/  cardS
by Proposition 3.1 and the definition of s.G/. From this and (a), w.G/ D cardS
follows.
Now assume that S is infinite and that w.G/ D @0. Then
@0  card.S/  w.G/ D @0
by (a) above, and so w.G/ D cardS holds as well.
The significance of this lemma is that for a profinite group, infinite suitable sub-
sets all have the same cardinality, namely, the weight of the group.
We are indebted to the referee for the observation that part (a) of Lemma 3.2
does not depend on compactness and thus remains intact for arbitrary topological
groups in the face of the general definition of a suitable set in [9, Definition 12.1].
It is instructive to take note of the following remarks which are pertinent to this
context:
Remark a. The universal monothetic and the universal solenoidal compact groups
G have generating degree s.G/ D 1, density d.G/ D @0 (i.e. they are separable),
and weight w.G/ D 2@0 . (For the concept of density see e.g. [9, p. 620, Defini-
tion 12.15].)
Remark b. If H is a precompact group whose Weil completion G is profinite and
if H has an infinite relatively compact suitable subset, then cardH  w.H/.
Proof. Assume that S is an infinite relatively compact suitable subset of H . Then
by [9, p. 616, Lemma 12.4], S is a suitable subset of G and by Lemma 3.2 it fol-
lows that cardH  cardS D w.G/ D w.H/.
Remark c. (i) For every compact group G and cardinal number @, the inequal-
ities @ < w.G/  2@ imply d.G/ < w.G/.
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(ii) Let G be a compact group of weight @1. Then G contains countable dense
subgroups. If G is profinite, then none of these contains an infinite relatively
compact suitable set.
Proof. (i) This follows from the equation d.G/ D logw.G/ valid for any compact
group G, see [3, (3.1)].
(ii) LetG be a compact group of weight @1. Then by (i) it has a countable dense
subgroup H . Suppose that G is profinite and H has an infinite relatively compact
suitable subset S . Then by Remark b we would have
@0 D cardH  w.H/ D w.G/ D @1;
a contradiction.
Now we show that every profinite group of uncountable weight is in C .
Lemma 3.3. Let G be a profinite group of uncountable weight and let @ < w.G/
be an infinite cardinal. Then there is a closed subgroup H such that w.H/ D @.
Proof. Let T be a suitable subset of G with cardT D w.G/ according to Propo-
sition 3.1. Then T contains a subset S of cardinality @. We set H D hSi. Now S
is discrete inH n ¹1º since T is discrete in G n ¹1º. Hence S is an infinite suitable
subset of the profinite groupH . Hence, by Lemma 3.2 (b), w.H/ D card.S/ D @
follows.
Corollary 3.4. An infinite profinite group contains an infinite compact metric sub-
group.
Proof. Let G be an infinite profinite group. If w.G/ D @0, then G itself is metric.
If G has uncountable weight, then we apply Lemma 3.3 with @ D @0.
Now we are ready to prove that every compact group is in C which is the main
portion of the following result:
Theorem 3.5. Let @ be an infinite cardinal and letG be a compact group such that
@ < w.G/. Then there is a closed subgroup H such that w.H/ D @, and if G is
connected, H may be chosen normal and connected.
Proof. LetG0 denote the identity component ofG. The case that w.G/ D w.G0/
is handled in Proposition 2.2. So we assume w.G0/ < w.G/. By Lemma 2.1 we
may assume that G is totally disconnected, that is, profinite. Then Lemma 3.3
proves the assertion of the theorem.
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In particular, we have the following conclusion:
Corollary 3.6. Every infinite compact group contains an infinite closed metric sub-
group.
Recall that by Corollary 1.6 we know that there is even a closed abelian metric
subgroup. For a compact connected group G, Corollary 1.3 shows that for any
infinite cardinal @  w.G/ there is in fact a closed connected abelian subgroup of
weight @.
Problem. If G is a compact group and @ is an infinite cardinal  w.G/, is there a
normal closed subgroup H such that w.H/ D @?
The answer is affirmative if it is affirmative for profinite groups. A profinite
group has weight @ iff its set of open-closed normal subgroups has cardinality @.
This observation points in the direction of an affirmative answer to the problem.
4 The weights of closed subgroups of a locally compact group
Now we finish the proof of the Main Theorem by showing that every locally com-
pact group is in C . A first step is the following:
Lemma 4.1. Every locally compact pro-Lie group belongs to C .
Proof. Let N be a compact normal subgroup of G such that G=N is a Lie group.
Then w.G=N/ D @0. We conclude w.G/ D w.N/. We apply Theorem 3.5 to N
and obtain a closed subgroup of N of weight @.
A Hausdorff topological group H is called almost connected if H=H0 is com-
pact. In Montgomery’s and Zippin’s classic [11] we note Lemma 2.3.1 on p. 54
and the Theorem on p. 175 and thus find
Lemma 4.2. Every locally compact group contains an open almost-connected
pro-Lie group.
Lemma 4.3. Let H denote an infinite open subgroup of a topological Hausdorff
group G. LetX be a set of cosets Hg of G modulo H . Then
w
 ˝[
X
˛ D max¹w.H/; card.X/º:
Proof. Abbreviate hSXi by K. Then w.H/  w.K/ and card.X/  w.K/ and
thus
max¹card.X/; w.H/º  w.K/: (4.1)
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In order to prove the reverse inequality, let D be a dense subset of H of cardi-
nality d.H/. For each finite tuple F D .Hg1;Hg2; : : : ;Hgn/ 2 Xn, n 2 N, the
set PF
defD Hg1Hg2   Hgn has a dense subset F defD Dg1Dg2   Dgn of car-
dinality d.H/with the density ofH . ThenK DSF PF , with the union extended
over the set of finite n-tuples F , has a dense subset DSF F whose cardinal-
ity is  cardX  d.H/  max¹card.X/; w.H/º (see [9, p. 620, Proposition 12.16
and its proof]). It follows that
w.K/  card./  w.H/  max¹card.X/; w.H/º: (4.2)
Now (4.1) and (4.2) together prove the assertion.
The following conclusion now completes the proof of the Main Theorem:
Lemma 4.4. Let G be a Hausdorff topological group having an open subgroup
H 2 C . Then G 2 C .
Proof. Let @0  @ < w.G/; we have to find a closed subgroup K of the group G
with w.K/ D @. If @ < w.H/, then there is a closed subgroup of K such that
w.K/ D @ since H 2 C . If @ D w.H/, then we take K D H . Finally, assume
w.H/ < @. Then we pick a subsetX of G=H of cardinality @. ThenK D hSXi
has weight cardX D @ by Lemma 4.3.
The following conclusion now completes the proof of the Main Theorem:
Corollary 4.5. Every locally compact group belongs to C .
Proof. If @ D w.G/ D @0 there is nothing to prove. Assume @0  @ < w.G/;
we have to find a closed subgroup K of G such that w.K/ D @. By Lemma 4.2,
let H be an open pro-Lie subgroup of G. By Lemma 4.1 we have H 2 C . Then
G 2 C by Lemma 4.4.
Let G be a topological group. Then the local weight (or character) wloc.G/ is
the smallest among the cardinals of neighbourhood bases at the neutral element.
We say that a collection ¹Ki W i 2 I º is a compact cover ofG whenSi2I Ki D G
and Ki is compact for all i 2 I . The compact covering number .G/ of G is de-
fined as the smallest of the cardinals of the members of the set of compact covers
of G.
IfG is any infinite locally compact group, thenG contains an open almost-con-
nected pro-Lie subgroup H according to Lemma 4.2. Even an almost-connected
pro-Lie group H contains a maximal compact subgroup C such that H is home-
omorphic to Rn  C for a cardinal n, finite iff H is locally compact (see [10]).
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Thus let C be a maximal compact subgroup of H . Then
G is homeomorphic to Rn  C G=H: ()
One calls n the (topological) rank, Rank.G/, of G. Thus for a nondiscrete locally
compact group G we have
wloc.G/ D max¹wloc.RRank.G//; w.C /º;
.G/ D max¹.RRank.G//; .G W H/º:
If G is abelian, then G Š RRank.G/Gc with a direct factor Gc having a compact
open subgroup C (see [9], Theorem 7.57). Thus
wloc.G/ D max¹wloc.RRank.G//; w.C /º;
.G/ D max¹.RRank.G//; .Gc W C/º:
If we set  D OG, then we have  Š Rn  OGc where OGc has the open subgroup
C? Š .Gc=C / O of OGc as the annihilator of C ; moreover, OC Š OGc=C?. It fol-
lows that then wloc./ D .G/ and ./ D wloc.G/. In this sense, wloc and  are
“dual” cardinals.
In view of our Main Theorem we may summarize:
Theorem 4.6 (The Local Weight Theorem for Locally-Compact Groups). For a
nondiscrete locally compact group G select any almost-connected open subgroup
H and any maximal compact subgroup C of H . Then
(1) wloc.G/ D max¹@0; w.C /º.
(2) w.G/ D max¹wloc.G/; .G W H/º.
(3) If Rank.G/ ¤ 0, then .G/ D max¹@0; .G W H/º.
Proof. We know thatG andRRank.G/C G=H are homeomorphic, whereG=H
is a discrete space since H is an open subgroup of G. Thus
wloc.G/ D wloc.RRank.G/  C/:
Since G is nondiscrete, wloc.G/  @0. Thus (1) follows. Also,
w.G/ D w.H/  w.G=H/ D wloc.H/  card.G=H/;
yielding (2). Finally, assume that the topological rank Rank.G/ of G is nonzero.
Then .G/  .H/ D @0, and since G is homeomorphic to H  G=H , state-
ment (3) follows.
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As a consequence of the Main Theorem and Theorem 4.6 above we have
Corollary 4.7. Let G be a locally compact group containing infinite compact sub-
groups and let @0  @ < wloc.G/. Then there is a compact subgroup of weight @.
Proof. Suppose that H is an almost-connected open subgroup of G. Then H is
homeomorphic to RRank.G/C for a maximal compact subgroup C ofH . IfK is
any compact subgroup of G, then K \H is open in K and a conjugate of K \H
is contained in C (see [10]). Thus, if C is finite, then all compact subgroups of G
are finite. In that case
wloc.G/ D wloc.H/ D @0
by (1). Otherwise, wloc.G/ D w.C/. Thus @0  @ < w.C/ and so the Main The-
orem yields a compact subgroup of C of weight @.
5 An application of the Main Theorem
Let .G; / be an arbitrary abelian topological group. We shall continue to write
abelian groups additively, unless specified otherwise such as in the case of the mul-
tiplicative circle group S1 D ¹z 2 C W jzj D 1º. A character on .G; / is a contin-
uous morphism WG ! T D R=Z. The pointwise sum of two characters is again
a character, and the set bG of all characters is a group with pointwise addition as the
composition law. If bG is equipped with the compact open topologyb , it becomes
a topological group .bG;b/ which is called the dual group of .G; /.
Definition 5.1 (Varopoulos). Let G and H be two abelian groups. We say that G
and H are in duality if and only if there is a Z-bilinear function
h  ;  iWG H  ! T D R=Z
such that
.80G ¤ g 2 G/.9h 2 H/ hg; hi ¤ 0T ;
.80H ¤ h 2 H/.9g 2 G/ hg; hi ¤ 0T :
Definition 5.2 (Varopoulos). Assume thatG andH are in duality. Then a topology
 on G is compatible with the duality if .G; /OD H .
Typically, ifG is a locally compact abelian group and OG its Pontryagin dual, that
is, its character group, then G and OG are in duality, but there are group topologies
 on G which are necessarily coarser than the given locally compact topology on
G but which are nevertheless compatible with this duality (see [2]). One of the best
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known is the so-called Bohr topology C on G which is the topology of pointwise
convergence when G is considered as the group of characters of OG via Pontryagin
duality. By its very definition, the Bohr topology C is a precompact topology.
Indeed, a topological group G is said to be precompact or totally bounded if for
any neighborhood U of the neutral element in G, there is a subset F  G with
card.F / < @0 such that F U D G (see [3] for general properties of precompact
groups).
Next we need to generalize the concept of total boundedness:
Definition 5.3. Let @ be a cardinal number. A topological group G is said to be
@-bounded when for every neighborhood U of the neutral element in G, there is a
subset S  G with card.S/ < @ such that SU D G.
According to this definition, a group G is totally bounded iff it is @0-bounded.
It is uniformly Lindelöf if it is @1-bounded.
From Theorem 3.4 in [4] we have the following information:
Let X be a set, letM be a metrizable space, and let Y be a subset ofMX that is
equipped with some bornology B consisting of pointwise relatively compact sets
(that is,B is a family of pointwise relatively compact subsets of Y which is closed
under taking subsets and unions of finitely many elements, and contains all finite
subsets of X ). Denote by B the uniformity on Y defined as sup¹F W F 2 Bº.
The concept of an @-bounded topological group generalizes rather immediately to
that of an @-bounded uniform space. Now we have
The @-Boundedness Theorem. If @ is a cardinal such that w.M/ < @, then the
following statements are equivalent:
(i) .8F 2 B/ w.F / < @.
(ii) .X; B/ is @-bounded.
For a topological abelian group  and a cardinal @ we letK@./ denote the set
of all compact subsets K   with w.K/ < @.
Lemma 5.4. Let  be the character group of an abelian topological group G. Let
@ be a cardinal  w.G/, and let  have the topology of uniform convergence on
compact subsets K 2K@.G/. Then  is @-bounded.
Proof. We apply the @-Boundedness Theorem with  D X , T DM , G D Y ,
K@./ D B, and, finally, with the topology of uniform convergence on sets of
K@./ being the uniform topology of B . We have w.M/ D w.T / D @0  @.
Hence the implication (i)) (ii) of the @–Boundedness Theorem yields the asser-
tion of the lemma.
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We now discuss some facts about the Bohr topology in the next example for
the sake of completeness and because it plays a role in our subsequent discussion
which, at least in the case that G is discrete, provides a substantial cardinality of
topologies on G which are compatible with the Pontryagin duality of G.
Facts 5.5. Let G D .A; / be a locally compact abelian group and denote by G˛
the Bohr compactification of G. One may think of G˛ as the compact group
which is the dual of OG when the latter is equipped with the discrete topology.
Let WG ! G˛ be the Bohr compactification morphism and let C be the Bohr
topology on G. Equivalently, C is the pull-back topology on A (that is, the topol-
ogy which makes  an embedding WGC ! G˛). We writeGC for the topological
group .A; C/. Then:
(i) If K is a C-compact subset of A, then K is  -compact.
(ii) C is compatible with the duality between A and OG, that is, OGC D OG. Also,
OGC D .G˛/ O (algebraically).
(iii) If  is any group topology on A such that C     , then  is compatible
with the duality between A and OG.
(iv) w.G/ D w. OG/, w.GC/ D w.G˛/ D card. OG/.
Proof. For easy reference we provide proofs.
(i) This is Glicksberg’s theorem [5].
(ii) This a consequence of the universal property of the Bohr compactification
(see [3, 4.26]).
(iii) Every character  2 OG, WG D .A; /! T is C-continuous by (ii). Then
it is  -continuous since C   . Conversely, let W .A; /! T be a  -continuous
character, then it is  -continuous, since    . Hence a characterA! T is  -con-
tinuous iff it is  continuous.
(iv) For the equalitiesw.G/ D w. OG/ andw.G˛/ D card.G˛/ O see e.g. [9, The-
orem 7.76 (i) and (ii), p. 364]. Since GC has a dense homeomorphic image in G˛,
we have w.GC/ D w.G˛/. Now .G˛/ O D OG by (ii) above. This proves the asser-
tion.
Proposition 5.6. Let G be a locally compact abelian group. Let H be a first
countable subgroup of GC. Then its closure clGH in G is compact.
In particular, if G has no nonsingleton compact subgroups, such as G D Z or
G D R, then the precompact group GC has no nonsingleton metric subgroups.
Proof. We continue the notation of Facts 5.5. Let H be a first countable nonsin-
gleton subgroup of GC. Then H is C-precompact since GC is precompact, and
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its topology is determined by its convergent sequences since it is first countable.
On the other hand, by Facts 5.5 (i),H has the same convergent sequences for  and
C. Hence, both topologies coincide on H . Since H is  -precompact, the locally
compact group clGH is  -precompact and thus is compact.
Now assume that G is a locally compact abelian group without compact nonde-
generate subgroups (such as G D Z or G D R). Then clGH is singleton, and so
is H .
Consider now a locally compact abelian group G with dual group  . If wloc./
is uncountable, then by Theorem 4.6,  contains a compact subgroup C with
weight w.C/ D wloc./. If wloc./ D @0, then there always exist infinite metri-
zable compact subsets of  . Now let @  .G/ D wloc./ be any infinite cardinal.
Consider G as the character group of the locally compact group  .
Write @ for the topology of uniform convergence on the sets K 2K@./.
This topology is locally quasiconvex by construction. For the definition of local
quasiconvexity we refer to [1] where one finds a comprehensive study of locally-
quasiconvex groups introduced by Vilenkin; we are not using this notion except
for reporting that some group topologies we shall encounter are of this type. We
remark that the topology @0 coincides with the Bohr topology C introduced pre-
viously. We have all abelian topological groups .G; @˛ /, 0  ˛ 2 , are locally
quasiconvex.
The interval Œ@0; wloc./ of all infinite cardinals up to and including the local
weight of  is well-ordered. Let the initial set of ordinals 0 < 1 <      which
is order isomorphic to Œ@0; wloc./.
It is in the proof of the following lemma that we use the principal result of this
paper.
Main Lemma 5.7. Let G be a noncompact, locally compact abelian group with
dual group  . For ˛ <  in , the following conclusions hold:
(i) K@˛ ./ ¨K@˛C1./,
(ii) @˛ ¨ @˛C1 .
Proof. If G is metrizable, then @0 < @1 because the former topology is precom-
pact and the latter coincides with the original noncompact, locally compact topol-
ogy of G. Similarly,
K@0./ ¨K@1./
because  contains infinite compact subsets. Therefore, we may assume without
loss of generality that wloc.G/ > @0.
(i) If ˛ D 0, then we must verify that K@0 ¨K@1 . But this is clear because 
is a nondiscrete locally compact abelian group and, by Corollary 4.7,  and must
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contain a metrizable compact subgroup or a copy of R. In either case, it contains
infinite metrizable compact subsets.
So, assume that ˛ > 0. By the Main Theorem (indeed by Theorem 3.5), the
compact group C contains a subgroupK of weightw.K/ D @˛. What is relevant
for the proof is the fact that  contains a compact subspace K of weight @˛. Thus
K 2K@˛C1 nK@˛ . The inclusionK@˛ ./ K@˛C1./ is trivial.
(ii) From statement (i) it follows that @˛  @˛C1 . From Lemma 5.4 we know
that .G; @˛ / is @˛-bounded and that .G; @˛C1/ is @˛C1-bounded. Suppose, by
way of contradiction, that the topologies @˛ and @˛C1 were equal. Then the im-
plication (ii)) (i) of the @-Boundedness Theorem would imply that every com-
pact subsetK   of weightw.K/ < @˛C1 would have weightw.K/ < @˛. This
would contradict (i) above, and this contradiction shows that @˛C1 is strictly finer
than @˛ .
The Main Lemma 5.7 establishes the essential result of this section:
Theorem 5.8. Let .G; / be a locally compact abelian group which has an infinite
compact covering number .G/. Then
(i) for each cardinal @ with @0  @  .G/ there exists a locally-quasiconvex
group topology @ on G such that .G; @/ O D OG, and
(ii) for @0  @ < @0  .G/ one has @ ¨ @0   .
Thus, if Œ@0; .G/ denotes the full interval of infinite cardinals up to .G/, then
Theorem 5.8 provides cardŒ@0; .G/-many locally-quasiconvex group topologies
on the abelian group G all of which are coarser than the original topology of G
and yield the (locally compact abelian) group OG as character group. Indeed, since
@0  @   , it follows that .G; @/ O D OG algebraically. Furthermore, since @0
is the Bohr topology and the compact subsets of @0 and  coincide by Glicksberg’s
theorem [5], this also holds for any other topology @.
Corollary 5.9. Let G be an infinite discrete abelian group. Then
(i) for each cardinal @ with @0  @  card.G/ there is a locally-quasiconvex
group topology @ on G such that .G; @/ O D OG, and
(ii) for @0  @ < @0  card.G/ one has @ ¨ @0 .
Again, if Œ@0; card.G/ denotes the full interval of infinite cardinals up to the
cardinality of card.G/, then Corollary 5.9 above provides cardŒ@0; card.G/-many
locally-quasiconvex group topologies  on the abelian group G all of which yield
the (compact abelian) group OG as character group of .G; /.
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